
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 11 February 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda:
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Approve Minutes of 2010-01-28 meeting
3. Action Item review
4. Motion to request TC Administrator to start a Special Majority Ballot for the Energy Market 

Information Exchange TC to affiliate with the Blue Member Section (Bill C)
5. SGIP Update (PAP09) [s/b PAP03] (Bill C, Dave H)
6. Mechanisms versus Content

(continuation of registration authority, packet-o-certificates issues, and evolution discussion).
7. Mandatory and optional information for EMIX

 (continuation of content portion of previous discussions)
8. Adjourn

Attendees:  Member / Company (* = voting)

Timothy Bennett Drummond Group Inc.
Edward Cazalet* The Cazalet Group
Toby Considine* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill* 
William Cox* Cox Software Architects LLC
Sharon Dinges Trane
Girish Ghatikar* Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry* Individual
David Holmberg* NIST
Perry Krol* TIBCO Software Inc.
Alex Levinson* Lockheed Martin
Scott Neumann* Utility Integration Solutions Inc.
Jeremy Roberts LonMark International
Pornsak Songkakul* Siemens AG
David Sun* Alstom Power Inc.

Minutes:

1. Call to Order and Roll Call
Bill C: Call to order.
Roll Call:
Members: 14 of 44 (31%)
Voting Members: 11 of 13 (84%)
Meeting achieved quorum.

2. Approve Minutes of 2010-01-28 meeting
Pornsak S: Move to approve.  Ed C: second;  Bill C: Discussion/Objections? None.  Approved.

3. Action Item review
No action on open items.



4. Motion to request TC Administrator to start a Special Majority Ballot
for the Energy Market Information Exchange TC to affiliate with the Blue Member Section (Bill C)

Toby C: move that TC Admin start ballot to affiliate with BMS;  Anne H: second.
Bill C: now we can do affiliation with other energy related TCs; so far other TCs have passed this,
which requires a majority at a quorate meeting (67% of all voting members -- electronic ballot).
Discussion? None. Objections? None.
Motion passed.

5. SGIP Update (PAP09) [s/b PAP03] (Bill C, Dave H)

Bill C: Error in agenda -- this should be SGIP PAP 03.
Current status in Smart Grid Interoperability Panel:
2 standing committees have been formed:
   1. testing and interoperability and conformance
   2. architecture 
Architecture committee is largely seeded with members of the LA 15 that started the conceptual 
model and others that have been active; at least 2 of the members are on this call now (Toby, Bill). 
Intent was to manage and evolve conceptual model and issues.  The SGIP F2F is 3/16-17.
See NIST twiki -- http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/SGIP  for details.
This is the first of a series of F2F meetings that are schedule for this year; organizational meeting.
Will find 2 calendars on the SGIP page: SGIP-specific and other 
F2F meeting is limited to 250 people; not certain who should be there.
Meeting of all PAPs and governing board (public open meeting) and standing committees.
Intent and plan is to have full webinar and teleconfrence access
3rd NIST workshop in Virginia had about 750 attendees, but this has 250 limit.
Other related info: pap03 team will have webinar/teleconference;
Will see a survey shortly on how to participate, when, etc.

Timothy B: I'll be attending the Testing/Conformance meetings of the SGIP via telecon.

Bill C:
PAP mail lists have all changed; if on priceaction@nist.gov mail list, s/b changed
(see link Bill will send); self sign-up so can do that when you get the url

Bill C:
Requirements and use cases from NAESB in internal review; more info available on their web site. 

6. Mechanisms versus Content
(continuation of registration authority, packet-o-certificates issues, and evolution discussion

Bill C:
Have had discussion and lots of ideas on mechanisms to structure which areas we choose as 
required and how to extend.  Shouldn't get too caught up by mechanism, should focus on content.
Any mechanism will allow us to do the right thing; should be talking about semantic issues
-- what are key items that s/b included in any EXMI artifact, what is optional.
Let's move discussion from implementation to semantics: optional, mandatory, extension points.

http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-sggrid/bin/view/SmartGrid/SGIP


7. Mandatory and optional information for EMIX
(continuation of content portion of previous discussions)

Toby C: Developing the conceptual model to meet  requirements (auditability and traceability); 
recognize significant intermediaries in the market;  people will want to conceal some of this data, 
but must be available eventually.  So model will allow traceability, verification, etc, but also allow 
for these confidentiality requirements.  Would like to get feedback.

Ed C:
As to issue of what is required and not required, where do you draw the line?
If I'm doing transactions in a market context, and all the attributes have been properly accounted for 
somewhere along the chain, all I need to know is Price, Quantity, Interval, Location, and 
potentially the Time of Transaction and Counterparty.  I don't need to know anything about the 
attributes of the product other than the basic attributes (gas/electric units, etc)  If we bring in other 
attributes (eg. greenness) then there's no clear place to draw the line.  Much of the trading in markets 
goes on w/o that knowledge.  Attributes can be traded separately, or can go with the product.  If they 
go with the product they are already accounted for in the price.
This is one proposal on where to draw the line.

Toby: Is location required?  A toaster just knows it is here now.
Ed C:
Makes a difference -- if you think the electricity you're buying is going to the toaster, but is actually 
being delivered to Iowa?
Toby C: So really need to specify what in other circles would be fob address.
Ed C:  More issues: have you paid for transportation or not? 
Bill C: That's one reason for Market ID. 
Ed C: Market, counterparty, same thing.
Bill C: So then counterparty and market occupy the same semantic space?
Ed C: Yes -- if I buy from nyse, don't think of coutnerparty being nyse; I'll never know.

Toby C:
Electrons themselves have physical reality -- can be measured and see they have arrived.
The warrants, certificates, are virtual, so traceabilty becomes necessary if we are to have honest 
markets, so whether it's counterparty or OTC, then can go to the ledger and see that I gave as many 
certs as I sold in that 10 minute interval.  Either way, source of warrants need to be tracked.
Ed C:
Need to know if power is coming from an ISO or retailer.  Need a product definition of that retailer 
that I can understand.  Need to know who will send me the bill and who will be responsible for 
delivering the power.
Toby C: *
The product def will define an envelop of attributes associated if it's not just generic network power.
Bill C:
We are not bar coding electrons and source may not actually be the place they came from, may be 
something reflected on buying certificates, but Ed's focus is on the last step of the chain.
What are you requiring and what are the rights and responsibilities of this acquisition?
This is what begins first cut list (required); and less or a concern, but still important, Toby's notion 
of audit trail and traceability of earlier characteristics.   One source of confusion -- is there a 
difference between the source (which may not be the actual source) and the person you are acquiring 
from.



Ed C: 
In a market have a series of transactions; last transaction goes from seller to consumer and the same 
is true with the first transaction, and then have all the intermediaries;  as long as you have a buyer 
and seller you can trace all way back (in bilateral contacts); with intermediary being the stock 
market, rely on auditabilty to say what was sold equals what was purchased (# of btus purchased  = 
# btus sold and at same price.).
Bill C:
But were concerned about source; electrons may be more valuable to me because they come from a 
windmill or less because they come from something else; since all markets need to clear, will be 
balance that reflects value of inputs;  think it's critical to have traceability or auditability, not 
necessarily in real time, but to say market has cleared and who's responsible.  Concerned about 
market that files off traceability; more than that -- source or certificates must match in each market.
Ed C:
Markets each work in terms of standardized products to facilitate commerce; if everything is a barter 
transaction with special agreed meaning, very hard to get liquid markets and competition.  There are 
standardized definitions of natural gas, adjusted for temp, pressure, heat content, etc.  This provides 
standardized definition for quality of service.  Now, if want to buy non standard, a barter contract, 
it's hard to get competition.  Until you come up with new standardized product that people are 
interested in, you have a bilateral.  If you rip off the 'windness' or 'greenness' of it, you can trade that 
independently and get market liquidity for both the greenness and the energy.  Markets have tended 
to go this way.
Toby C:
Some types of attributes will not be secondarily traded -- eg. congestion charge from outside world, 
to my microgrid, that's my base price.  Can't sell my congestion charge to a 3rd party.
Ed C:
Actually are traded: if I want to trade in Washington and buy in Iowa, then I can hedge against 
congestion charges by buying transmission rights.
Jeremy R:
The trend is the way you described, and my concern is what we're doing if we're putting in 
transmission charges which vary dependent on distance/congestion.  If the market goes that way, we 
don't know how far they're traveling but reality becomes that transmission charges should go up as 
the distance increases.   So when we look at electrons in terms of a commodity, standardized, then 
tend to think that as we move away from the commodity concept and everything becomes tagged as 
a non-commodity, as a 'nonstandard' purchase, is buying something w/o green/local aspects still 
buying something that is different due to transmission or other attributes (perhaps diff costs for 
termination depending on local markets) that must follow requirements of what home or business is 
taking in?  So I can specify how local, and if green, what attributes, and I get charged by the 
electrons I get, which are commodities physically, but not logically, and shouldn't need to be.
Just as I want to buy stock (8x11 piece of paper) some from apple, some from ibm, and each has 
different value even though they look identical; some may buy due to value, some may buy because 
they want to give to local charity.  Attributes are important to some customers, may make buying 
decisions based on them, and if they don't that is a decision in and of itself.
Bill C:
So detailing/specifying things like transmission rights, transportation/transmission charges, is less 
relevant than total price.  Have talked about the distinction between retail and wholesale (retail -- 
bundled delivered price; wholesale -- markets split out), transmission costs, transmission rights 
acquisition, balancing costs, etc,.  These are separated so in some sense, when you are making 
decisions as a wholesale trader, info you get in transaction may vary considerably based on the 



market in which you are participating: wholesale may need to deal with transmission, congestion, 
balancing, etc which close much later, but if retail customer, then expect (and maybe ties in to FOB 
point as delivered price, whereas FOB for wholesale is somewhere farther away with other costs I 
may need to bear).  Trying to stress last transaction even if I'm somewhere in the middle. What i 
care about for actionable info is what i get from suppliers and is up to me to understand context of 
that price I receive.
Ed C:
Generally agree; to Jeremy's point, certainly are transactions where you want to know where power 
comes from, but others only care about where the electrons were delivered and what  price I pay; so 
where do we draw the line?  If dealing with local source in community, still need same info as in 
open liquid market where only have basic description of product; where less liquid, more bilateral, 
that's where we add the attributes such as exact source, quality of power, etc.  Not being inconsistent 
there.
Bill C:  Implications for divisions between required and optional? 2.2 line 178
Ed C: 
I suggest we move 'Source' to non-required element; define 'MarketID' to include bilateral 
counterparty (where no market is involved).  So MarketID/BilateralID.
Ed C: 
Yes, and then element Source would focus on wind/gas/hydro/solar/coal, etc and goes in 'optional'.
Bill C: but don't have option of identifying  ....   Ed C: most don't need this.
Bill C:
Source is more important for some, less important for others.  Ties in with certificate ideas.
Could become optional, but if use case of Toby's green-conscious electric fountain is to be met and 
green fountain has no info on source and characteristic, then fountain can't make decision.
Ed C:
Certainly don't want to prohibit someone from purchasing in that fashion, so define optional 
elements to do that, and if half the world wants to work that way, it would eventually become a 
standardized 'green' product that everyone understands.  Then there is a liquid market for that.  we 
don't need to carry along the details for that.
Toby C: 
Extending what Ed is saying, can imagine a 'green' aggregator that warrants that 80% product is 
from renewables, but actually gets 100% from those sources, so he needs to be able to measure how 
much ultra green he's sold, be able to prove he has 80% from verifiable sources and invent new certs 
to sell downstream for the balance; must keep in his transaction pool enough to show he's not 
cheating.
Ed C:
In real markets today, some of that gets complicated so what people do is create certs and trade them 
independently of the energy, and that in our specs can become one of the product 'types' (as called in 
.o2 spec).  If defined, agreed-upon product in market, will be standardized.  then our structure works 
well for trading of green certs, warrants, commodities, etc.  Just another commodity that gets traded 
in the same way as the energy.
Bill C:
Implications?  Focusing on interoperability,  type needs some sense local types f(or) extensibility. 
Use case inside a microgrid: am trading Toby's certs instead of nymex certs suggests certs should 
have “none-of-the-above” or “i'm-not-saying” applicable in current and future markets.
Everything on page 6 makes sense as required element.
On page 7 (source, type, marketid):
MarketID could be market or other counterparty (bilateral); works with namespaces.
Type is still required (am i doing natural gas, voltage support, regulation  ...). 



Source: discussed cases in which markets today strip attributes and characteristics, and think Toby's 
use case of selling surplus wind/green certs applies.  May be 2 levels of definition.  For instance, if 
we say 'this came from hydro', may be qualified in only some states.  Want to see something related 
to source in required set.
Ed C: 
When a market develops (have traded commodities) you end up with a standard product definition -- 
like market trading symbol.  And types of products we can have treated as a required element, and 
include 'wind' or green, can do that.
Bill C:
Suggesting standards for definition are in essence outsourced?  Use case where someone says 'I 
want local power' can't meet that because if someone hasn't defined a market for that, can't express 
that currently.
Ed C:
Problem -- if you try to carry source along on current grid, every iso cannot track source -- know 
what went in but don't know where it went. Just like buyers and sellers are not tracked on nyse.
Toby C: but needs to be an auditable amount.
Ed C:
Agree, but then they define a standard  green attribute, and not done willy-nilly.  nymex for decades 
have come up with new products for trading on their exchange and have to go through at least 1-
year process -- what exact location, buses associated, time periods, penalties, etc.  Major effort. 
Once agreed, then get liquidity and benefits of commerce.  Nothing stopping definition of green 
power -- probably have it by now.  But need to avoid things like name collision, etc.

8. WSCalendar

WS-Calendar is in formation right now.   If you want to be a member, now is a good time. The TC is 
in OASIS.  First meeting Feb 26.  Should be of interest to other groups.  Example relevant to EMIX: 
an industrial purchase is put out for bid, and that has 5 min at one price/time, another 10 at another 
price/time, and another 15 at diff price/time.
Toby will send CFP and links to this TC.
Sign up!

9. Adjourn
Bill C: Motion to adjourn.  Ed C: Second.  Bill C: Objections? None. 
Adjourned 12:20 EST


